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FOREWORD
This is the final report on NASAContract NAS8-21215andcovers the work
performed during the period 1 July 1967through 27 February 1972. The Solar
Research Project Number is 6-2794-7 and the report number is RDR 1550-12.
The contract was initiated by the National Aeronautics and SpaceAdmini-
stration, Marshall SpaceFlight Center with the Solar Division of International Har-
vester Company, for the Developmentof Beryllium HoneycombSandwichComposites
for Structural andother RelatedApplications. The techrfical direction is supplied
by Mr. F. P. LaIaconaof the NASA, Scienceand Engineering, Astronautics Labora-
tory, Huntsville, Alabama.
Mr. L. A. Grant, Research Engineer, Solar Research Laboratories was the
Principal Investigator and was assisted by J. W. Vogan, Senior Research Engineer.
Technical Director was Mr. G. D. Cremer, Chief of the Manufacturing Technology
Laboratory. Messrs. L. F. Kamper, D. C. Stenger andR. L. Neher contributed in
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N. I. Seebeth. Mr. P. V. Nerger was the Contracts Administrator and Dr. A. G.
Metcalfe, the Principal Consultant.
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ABSTRACT
Phases I, If, HI, IV and V were completed during this three year effort. The
following accomplishments constitute the subject of this report.
PHASE I (Development}
Automatic micro-resistance welded beryllium core fabrication methods and
processes were developed. A study of diffusion bonding techniques was also made.
A total of 22 braze alloy systems were investigated with one braze alloy
selected for the scale-up work.
Braze systems were developed on 2-inch square panels.
PHASE II (Subsize Scale-up}
Scale-up tests on 6-inch square panels were made to determine braze alloy
load rates, radiograph inspection techniques, and refining the development tech-
niques of Phase I.
Eight, 6-inch square panels of both 3 rail and 6 rail core were fabricated and
sectioned into test specimens.
Mechanical tests of edgewise compression, flatwise tension, flatwise com-
pression, and block shear were conducted. Encouraging results were obtained and
reported.
Two, 12-inch square panels were fabricated as a scale-up development.
Two, 18-inch square panels were fabricated; one was delivered to NASA.
Quality assurance standards were developed and reported.
Alternate foil loading and horizontal brazing techniques were verified to
reduce assembly time and increase quality.
°o.
111
PHASE llI (Full Size Scale-Up)
Two, 1 x 2 foot panels were fabricated as preliminary test panels.
One of the above panels was creep formed into a 10 foot radius.
Two, 10 square foot full scale panels were fabricated.
Mechanical tests of edgewise compression, flatwise tension, flatwise
compression and block shear were conducted.
PHASE IV
One panel from Phase III was creep formed to a 10 foot radius of curvature
and two additional panels were fabricated. These two fabricated panels were brazed
in the curved position with beryllium U-channel edge attachments. All of these
panels were full scale, 10 ft 2 in size.
PHASE V
Vibration tests were performed on one panel and results reported. A
second was to be tested from RT to 600°F in axial compression, hoop tension and
bi-axial stress conditions to design limits. The panel was damaged during strain
gage instrumenting and scrapped. Results of tests are reported. The third panel
was shipped to NASA.
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1INTRODUC TION
Structural beryllium honeycomb sandwich composites have a wide application
potential in the Aerospace fields. Beryllium's unique properties carefully developed
into an efficient metallurgically bonded sandwich structure, will allow a major step
to be taken in minimum weight applications.
The basis of this development is beryllium Ingot Foil produced by the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL Y-12). NASA has selected this material to be used
in the development of honeycomb sandwich core. They have supplied the necessary
foil sheet stock for the development phases and the required material for the scale-
up phases.
Development of practical optimum joining methods and processes involved
in the fabrication of structural sandwich composites was evaluated during the first
year of this program. Mechanical test specimens were cut from 6-inch square
panels and tested. Scale-up techniques were applied to 12-inch and 18-inch square
panels.
The technology learned from this first year development was applied to
larger beryllium honeycomb structures. Improved fabrication techniques were test-
ed on 12 inch by 24 inch test panels prior to fabricating two panels with 10 square feet
of surface areas each. Additional mechanical test data was obtained from one of
these panels.
The Second Annual Report (Solar RDR 1550-8) describes the work accomp-
lished during both the first year's efforts (Phases I and II) and the second year's
efforts (Phase m). More detailed discussion of the first year's efforts are reported
in the First Annual Report (Solar RDR 1550-4).
This, the final report covers all of the above past efforts in addition to the
third year efforts (Phases IV and V). This included the fabrication of 10 ft. 2 curved
(10 ft. R) brazed beryllium honeycomb panels and testing of these full size panels.
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PROGRAM PLAN
tasks.
efforts:
The program plan in Figure 1 displays the flow of the major development
Three of these tasks supported the program in all phases and were continuing
• Literature survey
• Design study
• Quality assurance and control.
The literature survey was implemented by Mr. F. P. Lalacona (the prin-
cipal NASA representative on this development contract) who supplied much of the
data and many of the reports. Additional literature searches were made of the AIAA,
DOD, DMIC, and others through the Solar library. Although little of the technical
information obtained from the literature related directly to this program, the general
information was of interest. The one reference which contributed specifically to this
program originated at Solar, "Brazing Beryllium By Capillary Flow _', Air Force
Contract AF33(615)-2853 (MAMP) and its relationship is discussed in Section 4.4 of
this report.
The design study was essentially completed in the initial phases of the pro-
gram. However, both a designer and a stress analyst followed the development
throughout the program and became more acquainted with this new material of con-
struction and made valuable inputs from their disciplines.
The quality assurance and control functions were very important to this
development. To become a practical material composite for aerospace applications,
structural reliability is required. Therefore, it was a goal of the design task to
establish preliminary specifications on the material and processes involved in fabri-
cating beryllium honeycomb sandwich structures to meet these requirements.
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The other tasks were divided into a five-phase program. Phase I included:
• Material evaluation
• Honeycomb core
• Joining development
• Subscale tests.
The data established in Phase I was further concentrated and scaled up to
large panel fabrication in Phase II of the contract. Scale-up involved steps in panel
size from 6 inches by 6 inches (from which test specimens were cut) to 18 inches by
18 inches. The testing task obtained mechanical data of the beryllium honeycomb
sandwich structure at temperatures up to 600°F.
Phase III involved refining the core machine and brazing procedures to make
core and panel production more efficient and reliable. These procedures were veri-
fied on two 2-square foot panels prior to fabricating two full-scale 10-square foot
panels. Tests on one of these panels obtained additional mechanical data of the
beryllium honeycomb structures at temperatures up to 600°F. Also, a demonstration
of creep forming a brazed panel into a 10-foot radius was performed.
Phase IV was the fabrication of two (2) additional large (10 ft 2) panels with
beryllium U-channel edge close-out. These were brazed in the curved condition
(10 ft. R). Also, the creep forming of a fiat panel from Phase III was performed.
Phase V was the vibration and hoop tension/axial compression tests on the
10 ft 2 curved panels.
Schedules followed for all five phases are shown in Figure 2.
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MATERIAL - TASKS 4 AND 12
Messrs. F. P. LaIacona (NASA) and Solar representatives visited Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (Y-12) on 7 August 1967 to discuss the ORNL Y-12
developed Ingot Foil beryllium material. A most informative meeting was held
with Messrs. Ludwig, Hulsey, Mitchel, Turner, Estes, and Myhre. The process
of making the Ingot Foil was discussed in detail along with its properties and
problems. It was apparent that the ORNL Y-12 technical group have done an out-
standing job in the pioneering development of large ( _ 14 ft 2 ) beryllium sheet
materials and processes.
3.1 MATERIALS RECEIVED
The foil materials received from ORNL Y-12 and the facing materials for
all phases of the contract are itemized in Table I. A typical shipment is shown in
Figure 3 along with one of Solar's incoming inspection operations.
The material code number identifies the experimental material to the
ORNL Y-12 group and the chemistry and characteristic data of these foils were
obtained from them. The code number on the cross rolled sheet (CRS) is the Brush
sheet number which ties the material to the certifications supplied by the Brush
Beryllium Company.
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A. As-received beryllium Ingot Foil
Bo
FIGURE 3.
Profilometer inspection of Ingot Foil shipment
BERYLLIUM INGOT FOIL MATERIAL FURNISHED BY
NASA/ORNL Y-12
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3.2 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
The Ingot Foil furnished by ORNL Y-12 had a rough surface which was re-
ported by them as being inherent to the development process and is admittedly a
problem area. Much work was performed by the developers in an attempt to correct
this condition, however, without significant success.
The rough surface condition was evaluated by Solar. RMS values of about
200 microinches on surface conditions and up to 40 percent thickness variation was
common. Several disadvantages were noted due to this condition:
• The surface notches would limit forming node radii.
• The roughness would create unreliable MRT (microresistance tack
welding) conditions.
• The thickness variations would decrease uniformity of core
compressive strength.
• The rough surface disrupts capillary flow of the braze alloy,
• A cursory mechanical property evaluation was conducted (Table I1) to
measure the effects of various methods to improve the surface finish. The methods
tested were hand polishing and microrolling. The as-received surface condition
relative to that of the microroll process is shown in Figure 4. Testing was
accomplished on a thin gage testing facility developed by Solar on USAF Contract
AF33(615)-1709. The equipment is capable of accurate mechanical testing of foils
between 0. 001 and 0. 015 inch under inert atmosphere or vacuum at temperatures
between -320 and 5000°F.
The tensile specimen, fabricated by chemical milling, was 0.375 inch
wide at the grips, 10 inches long, with a 2.25-inch gage length 0 250 inch wide.
testing operation and equipment is shown in Figure 5.
The
Problems in deterrmning the true load bearing area were not accurately
resolved. After evaluating measuring techniques with various micrometer tips, it
was decided to take thickness measurements every 1/8-inch along the gage section
with a 0. 250-inch ball micrometer. Precise width and gage length measurements
were made on an optical comparator at 20 power magnification. Due to the thick-
ness variation, properties were reported (Table 1"[) for both average and mimmum
areas.
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TABLE II
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF BERYLLIUM INGOT FOIL
IN VARIOUS CONDITIONS
CondHion
Aa-Recelved
Mlerorolled,
_resm Relieved
Microrolled,
_rese Relieved,
a_d Etched
0,001 inch/Side
Sanded, E_ched
0. 001 Inch/Side
Microrolled,
Etched
0. 001 Each/Side
Number of
Specimens
Nominal Thick-here
"r_cknens Variation UT$
dn, } (m.) (ks1}
O. 006 O. 0050/0.00_0 2_. 8
0. 005 0. 0045 ,tO. 00_2 26.4
0.003 0,0026/'0.0043 20
0.003 0.0032,'0.0038 25.5
0.004 0.0030/0.0043 29.6
Average Area Minimum Area
YS Y5
0.2": Offaet 0,2', Offset Elongation
(kel) i', it,2 in, ga_ci
Elongation
_kal) (_ in 2 in. gage)
20,5 1 3
I9.7 1.0
I_.7 0.03
23. o 0 35
0.05
U TS
(k¢ll
32.2
30.5
2"_._
27.1
34.2
24.3
22.
2 :t m : _
25.1
],-
O. _::
G. 35
0 05
Properties were obtained after various mechanical, chemical, and thermal
processing accomplished to obtain a smoother surface condition. The material's
sensitivity to these processes is significant and is shown in Table IT by a gradual
decrease in properties, particularly elongation.
An equal number of the test specimens shown in Figure 6 were taken at
90 degrees to each other to test for anisotropy in the sheet plane. No significant
differences were noted in strength and elongation.
The 12 cross rolled beryllium sheets used for facings listed in Table I
were procured from the Brush Beryllium Company for use in Phase I and a portion
of Phase II of study. The material is standard QMV SR200D beryllium purchased
to Solar's beryllium specification ES 9-226A. The chemical analyses and mechani-
cal properties of these materials are shown in Table ]:I:I.
The wrought beryllium for Phase III facing sheets listed in Table I were
supplied by NASA. These were cut from 0. 020 by 36 by 96 inch sheets. Sizes up to
42 by 120 inches are currently available commercially. Such material makes
practicable production of large honeycomb sandwich panels for advanced technology
applications.
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Note: Metal adjacent to
beryllium foil used for sup-
port in the mounting process.
A. As-received
Magnification: 250X
r . L, .
B. Microrolled
.... •" Magnification: 250 X
__:"_'_ _i_ _ _, _ _
FIGURE 4.
C. Fired in argon for 30
minutes at 1400 F and
microrolled
Magnification: 250 X
CROSS SECTION OF 0. 006-INCH BERYLLIUM INGOT FOIL;
Surface Conditions
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A. Specimen Alignment Fixture B. Specimen Setup
FIGURE 5. BERYLLIUM INGOT FOIL TESTER
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FIGURE 6.
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BERYLLIUM INGOT FOIL TENSILE SPECIMENS; After Test
TABLE HI
PROPERTIES OF CRS BERYLLIUM
I._tNo.
4331
4477
4885
Sheet No.
(Reference)
1370 B1
1370 B2
1439 AI
1439 A2
1508 A1
1508A2
1508 A3
1508 B1
1508 B2
1508 B3
1508 C1
1508 C2
Chemical Analysis (%)
Be BeO Fe _ A1 Mg C
98.4 1.5 0.12 0.02 0.07 0.06 0.14
98.1 1.8 0.13 0.03 0.06 0.07 0.12
99.2 1.1 0.08 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.08
Test
Direction
L
T
L
T
L
T
L ¸
T
UTS _
(psi x I0 _)
87.6
82.8
86.9
82.3
86.0
83.4
84.3
82.4
86.2
79.6
YS 3
(psi x I0
63.7
60.6
67.0
67.9
58.7
60.6
60.5
58.4
58.7
55.4
Elongation
(_i in,)
15.0
ii.0
21.0
18.0
28.5
29.0
29.0
16.0
33.0
26.0
16
I
I
I
4.2.1 Ingot Foil Cutting
Several cutting methods were investigated to obtain ribbons for core
fabrication. These methods were: shearing, slicing, machine notch and brake,
chemical, EDM (Electrical Discharge Machining) and abrasive cutoff. A detailed
description of each of these methods were presented in the first annual report,
RDR 1550-4. The methods selected are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Ribbon cutting of 0. 003- to 0. 006-inch beryllium Ingot Foil up to 48 inches
in length can be satisfactorily performed by shearing methods and was used through-
out the program. Shearing of the ribbons to within ± 0. 005 inch has been standard-
ized. It should be noted that extreme care was taken to maintain sharp, nick-free,
cutting edges. Two blades were used throughout this program on exchange basis
to maintain the required precision. The total facility was committed to shearing of
Ingot Foil only. This facility is shown in Figure 7.
FIGURE 7. POWER SHEAR FOR CUTTING BERYLLIUM INGOT FOIL
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Smaller specimens (such as tensile specimens) were accurately cut by a
chemical etching process using vinyl masking tape and 50 percent concentrate HCf
etchant, or by the EDM method. (The EDM method later proved particularly adept
to cutting brazed beryllium panels.)
4.2.2 Ingot Foil Corrugating
Many forming tests were conducted on 1/2-inch beryllium Ingot Foil
ribbons. The initial test series employed Solar's existing gear forming tools de-
signed for 1/4-inch square cell honeycomb core at room temperature to 550°F.
The literature survey revealed that vast improvements are possible in
forming the Ingot Foil beryllium at temperatures of 500°F. Room temperature
forming of 0. 006-inch foil requires a bend radii of over 6t, while a It bend is re-
ported possible at 500°F.
Room temperature forming tests over standard honeycomb core ribbon
gears show that in the as-received condition, microcracks can be observed in
approximately 70 percent of the 5t bends.
Forming under the same conditions as described for the room temperature
tests were duplicated at 500 to 550°F with heated gear rolls. Figure 8 shows the
equipment and some of the node form test pieces which were varied in bend radii
by gear gap adjustment. At 500 °F, the frequency of microcracks was between 4 and
20 percent of the bends. Additional refinements made in the 500°F forming range
have shown much improvement and has lowered the microcrack frequency to less
than 5 percent with the same 5t bend condition.
The data developed on this program does not support the literature in the
room temperature ratios, but does show significant improvements by forming in the
500°F range. The standard 1/4-inch cell node requires a 3 to 5t bend. This cell
shape, more correctly termed "squarecell", presents the minimum practical nodal
area and app_roaches the literature supported optimum cell for high strength/weight
ratio.
The method of crack observation may be the large difference between
literature data and observed data. It is extremely difficult to observe microcracks
by macro-optical techniques; Solar observed (as did ORNL) that lighting methods
are all important. With the rough foil surface, it takes highly skilled technicians
to make proper observations and attempts were made to develop penetrant techniques
to assure that the visual observations are correct; however, no reliable technique
was developed.
2O
FIGURE 8. WARM-NODE FORMINGTESTSOF 0. 006-INCH BERYLLIUM FOIL
4.2.3 Microresistance Tack Welding (MRT)
The primary core fabrication method developedfor this program is MRT.
The goal established for this method was to produce core which will provide
reliable handling strength for core surfacing and assembly. The full strength of
the nodewill be developedby the brazing process. Preliminary tests showedthat
two microresistance tack welds per nodewill supply the core strength neededfor
the handling operations.
The secondary core fabrication method is diffusion bonding. This con-
current developmentwill be described in a subsequentparagraph.
Both core fabrication methods are designedfor minimum degradation to the
beryllium Ingot Foil. In the preferred MRT-brazed nodesystem, the advantagesare:
• Fast and economical core fabrication
• The process lends itself to automation
• Two microresistance tack welds have minimum effect on core
properties
21
* The brazing process joins nodes and core to facings in one operation
• Inspection processes are simplified.
Resistance welding schedules were developed to satisfactorily weld the
as-received Ingot Foil honeycomb core. Over 100 different tests were evaluated
on three different power sources:
• 10 KVA, Seedorf- Model 5705M
• 8.8 KVA, Vacuum Tube Products Model VTF-222
• 160 watt-seconds, Unitek Corp., Weldmatic Model 1034.
Very good results were obtained with the 10 KVA Seedorf power source. The
parameters established with this piece of equipment, when coupled to the automatic
core machine, produced good results. These tests (Fig. 9) indicated that a 3-pound
force on small finger-type electrodes produce sufficient pressure to overcome most
of the foil irregularities and make reliable electrical contact. The higher voltages
(in the range 10to 15 volts) and short times (2 cycles) produced the best joints.
It appears that the MRT parameters for rough surface foil welding require
close control over the electrode pressure and electrode shape. The unreliable con-
tact area (e. g., resistance) requires a relatively large electrode area with pressures
sufficient to assure nodal contact.
Cleaning of the corrugated ribbon in HF-HNO 3 (2 to 12 percent), followed by
ultrasonic cleaning in Turco 4215 was standardized as preparatory to the machine
tack welding operation.
4, 2.4 Automatic Core Machine Modification
A Solar production honeycomb core machine was modified for the 1/4-inch
square cell configuration and assigned to this development program during the early
phases. The machine, originally made for commercial manufacture of stainless steel
core, required refinement before successfully handling beryllium Ingot Foil. These
modification details were reported in the First Annual Report (Solar RDR 1550-4}.
The automatic core machine is shown in Figure 10.
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FIGURE 9. MICRORESISTANCE TACK WELDING TESTS OF BERYLLIUM FOIL
FIGURE 10. AUTOMATIC CORE MACHINE, AS USED IN PHASE II
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4.3 DIFFUSION BONDING - TASK 6a
A secondary approach to the core fabrication development was diffusion
bonding. A series of tests were conducted to obtain the parameters for diffusion
bonding of beryUium Ingot Foil. Figure 11 shows diffusion bonded test :specimens
and bonder. The First Annual Report gives complete bonding parameters tested
and photomicrographs of joints.
The diffusion bonding development study has shown this technique is feasible
in joining beryllium. The following summarizes the conclusions reached:
• Metallurgical and mechanical properties are excellent when using
0. 001 inch silver interleaf.
• Bonding conditions of 5 ksi, 1400°F, for 30 seconds are good.
• Bonding process conditions appear tolerant to manufacturing
variations.
Heating by electrical resistance through the beryllium stack-up
over relatively long current paths results in nonuniform temperature
distribution due to thickness stack-up variation and nonuniform
current distribution.
• Equipment modification to use self-heated electrodes would be one
solution to nonuniform heating problem.
• Roll bonding of the hobe may be another solution to the nonuniform
he ating problem.
Bonding in hobe form and post expanding to cellular form at temp-
erature is a satisfactory method of fabricating beryllium honeycomb
core.
Although considerable technical progress was made, the diffusion bonding
task was terminated and efforts were directed toward the high production, micro-
resistance tack welding method.
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FIGURE 11. DIFFUSION BONDED TEST SPECIMENS AND BONDER
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4.4 BRAZE JOININGSTUDY- TASK6b
Twenty-two braze alloy systems, developedby Solar for the Air Force under
Contract AF33(615)-2853(MAMP), Brazing Beryllium by Capillary Flow, were se-
lected for screening. Screeningwas a two-stage process which coverech
* Flow, wetting, filleting
• Structure
• Corrosion resistance
• Braze temperature
• Production brazing tolerance and scale-up factors
o Mechanical strengths.
4.4.1 First-Stage Screening
The first-stage screening used small, unicell core specimens made by lVIRT
method and brazed to scrap CRSfacings. Powderedbraze alloy was loaded in the
nodemudfired in a tube furnace in a purified argon atmosphere as shownin Figure 12.
The test system was simple, but reproduced manyof the factors important to
scale-up. These specimenswere used to judge the first four parameters. The
selection process includech
Unicell specimenswere brazed with the selected braze alloy
(Fig. 13); braze tests were performed in small laboratory tube
furnace.
• Braze flow (considered to be of prime importance) was evaluated and
graded on a 0 to 10point basis.
Specimensections were mountedfor metallurgical evaluation of
structure, andgraded on a 0 to 3 scale. Figure 14 shows selected
examples of the 82 specimensexamined.
Sections of all specimens were tested for corrosion resistance in 99
percent relative humidity at 160°F. Visual examinations were made
at 30 magnification after 5, 20, and 100 hours. Grading was on a 0 to
3 basi s.
A value grade on a 0 to 4 scale was given each candidate system for
items such as erosion tendencies, braze flow temperature, ease of
braze alloy manufacture, and visual appearance of the system.
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FIGURE 12. BRAZE ALLOY TEST APPARATUS
The results of the initial screening are shown in Table IV. From the results of
this selection, five braze alloys were chosen for the second-stage screening process
which was designed to evaluate the production brazing tolerance, scale-up factors,
and mechanical strengths.
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Ag- 26Cu- 10_n
Ag-27Cu-lOln Ag-27.7Cu-O. 5ii
Az-2L .6Cu-?.5_n-SMn, A_-99c:,-IOZn-O .ogP
/ \
FIGURE 13. UNICELL BRAZE ALLOY FLOW SPECIMENS;
Brazed at 1450°F for 10 Minutes
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T-JOINT
• 020 Be CRS
• 006 Be Ingot Foil
BAg-18 Braze Filler
Magnification: 50X
MACRO OF ABOVE
Magnification: 250X
NODE JOINT
Braze Alloy No. 7
(Ag- 27 Cu- 10Sn)
Magnification: 50X
FIGURE 14. BItAZE METALLURGY OF FIVE SELECTEDBRAZE ALLOYS
(SHEET 1 OF 2)
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Magnification: 50X
Magnification: 250X
Braze Alloy No. 9
(Ag-53Cu-5Zn-0. lP)
Magnification: 50X
FIGURE 14. BRAZE METALLURGY OF FIVE SELECTED BRAZE ALLOYS
(SHEET 2 OF 2)
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4.4.2 Second-Stage Screening
The five candidate braze systems selected for the second-stage screening
were:
• Ag-27Cu-10Ge (Code No. 1)
• Ag-27Cu-10In (Code No. 5)
• Ag-27Cu-10Sn (Code No. 7)
• Ag-50Cu-10Zn-0.09P (Code No. 9)
• Ag-59.4Cu-9.5Ge-5Mn-1.9Ti (Code No. 17)
All these alloys were made and comminuted to 30/150 mesh powder. Only one
alloy {Code No. 9) did not pass the melt-flow test during braze alloy inspection.
This alloy required extensive modification to make it reproducible. The
composition was altered to Ag-53Cu-SZn-0.1P and was subsequently used on
subscale testing.
The 2-inch by 2-inch specimens made in the subscale testing phase were
tested in flatwise tension, block shear, and flatwise compression. All tests were
conducted at room temperature with the setups shown in Figure 15; the results are
reported in Table V.
The comparative values in Table V show some of the data for other
materials around the same core density as the beryllium Ingot Foil. The values
listed for the beryllium core are the preliminary values used in screening the
braze alloy systems. Phase II full-scale mechanical testing results are described
in subsequent sections.
Code No. 7 braze alloy (Ag-27Cu-10Sn) was the only system tested which
produced bonds strong enough to fail the core in both flatwise tensions and block
shear; other braze alloys failed to develop full core strength and failed in the joint
under the same test conditions. It was therefore concluded that braze alloy Code
No. 7 was superior and was used in all of the following phases. It is planned to
continue with this alloy for Phase IV as discussed in Section 8 of this report.
This particular alloy wets and flows well on beryllium surfaces. It has
been observed node-capillary flow occurs consistently up to 1/2 inch. In addition,
this alloy has the ability to braze bond minute exposed surface irregularity and
microcracks.
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Tension and Block Shear Test Flat_ise Compression Test
A Flatwise Tension Test Specimens Alloy No. 7 Magnification: 3X
Failed at 760-pound load, 18,000 psi on Foil
B Block Shear Test Specimens Alloy No. 7 Ma_o-nification: 3X
Failed at 860 psi, Core Shear
FIGURE 15. MECHANICAL PROPERTY TEST EQUIPMENT AND TYPICAL SPECIMENS
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TABLE V
MECHANICAL PROPERTY EVALUATION
(Second-Stage Screen Tests)
NOTE :
Faces: 0 m020 CRS Be Code No, 1 braze alloy (A i Cu Ge) not ieeted (|Giled 11_Belle Up)
Core: 460-|/2 (1/4 square cell, 0.005 inch nomi_l foil, 1 '2 mch thick) D_& meuu, remeot luDsurrme _I1B¢ Ll_¢t foil ie 0,006 inch
_-_ze: I 8q inl eat from 2 x 2 lpeetmen Core demllty 5.3 Lb/ft 3"
A. FLATWISE TENSION Core Teulle Stress
I
I
l
I
Te_tle O_ Ribbon
Specimen _rees Neglecting Braze
Bra.Le Alloy Number _ei} Rel_orceme_t _sl} Falluze Mo<le
Code No, 5 6 5-A 330 9700 Joint
Ag-27Cu-10[n 6-5-B 240 7500 Jomt
Code NO. 7 5 7-A 760 18,000 Core Foil
Ag-2?Cu- 10So 5-7-B 5-40 18,000 Core Foil
Code No. 9 5-9-A 260 .6,340 ,lo,nt
%g'53CLI--_Z"-0 I P 5-9-B 200 5. 550 Joint
Code No. 17 5-17-A 25t_ 4,410 Jobnt
Ag-SrJ. 4Cu-9.5Ge-5Mn-i. 9Tt 5-17-B _0 b,570 Joint
B. BLOCK SHEAR Ribbon Ap_rent
Direction Core Foil
Specimen L - Long_tudlla_l Core Shear Tensile Strees Failure
Braze ALloy Number W = Width Stress (psi) (0st) Mode
Code No 5 6-5-C L 479 IO.000 Jmnt
Code No. 7 6-7-C L 860 20.000 Core
Code No. 9 5-9-C L 230 5.750 Jomt
Code NO. 17 5-17-C L 200 4,650 Joint
Comparatives Ribbon
D_rection
Core Derwity L = Longitudinal Core Shear
Mmeriai Core TYpe (lb:(C 3) W = Wid._ S[lengla ¢p_, )
r]+'0 '_ +_ _ 420 hex 4.3 L 265
:7t,03 M 430 hex 6.0 L 451)
"_0".; AI 420 hex 4.3 L 400
",c,-., A] 320 he.x 5.7 L 5_5
15-7PH 420 sq 7.7 L 380
13-7PH 620 sq 5. 1 L 240
I',-7PH 440 eq 16 2 L _GO
l-her__lhum (IF) 460 sq 5. :l L 860
C. FLA'I'W1SE COMPRES_ON Foil
Compressive
Stress Neglecting
Specimen Core Compressive Braze ReinForcement Failure
Braze Alloy Number S_rength (pro) (pat) Mode
Code NO. 1 3-I-A 1650 36. 400 Cort-
AI_-27Cu-10Ge 3-1 -B 333C 55, 0£,0 Core
Cooe No. 5 6-5-C 2750 63.2C0 Core
J
Code No. 7 6-7-A 2060 47, 900 Core ]
5 7-C 316D 74. 200 Core
Code No, 9 5-9-C 3150 74, 200 Core
Code No. i7 5-17--C 3840 89,000 Core
4-17-A 3020 70,300 Core
4-17-B 2880 67.000 Core
None 1370 31, 800 Core i
Comparatlvea IFacee Attached To Approxirrm.te gervlee Condttlou) Core I_mpRy
Material Core Type (lb/R3)
Core Co_preeelve
Strength (p*{i)
3qC3 A[ 420 h_ 4,3 43S
]003 A'. 430 hex 6,0 745
505b AI 420 heX 4.3 650
'_O'V, _i 320 hex 5. ? 1040
IS-TPH 4,?,0_ ?.7 530
15-7PH 820 _1 5.1 235
IS-TPH 440 Igl 15.2 2200
BeryUicra flF_ 460 eq 5.3 3000
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4.5 SUBSCALE TESTING - TASK 7
The objective of subscale testing in Phase I was to make the first scale--up
step by:
• Establishing core cutting and lapping procedures
• Establishing core cleaning and preparation
• Evaluation of practical braze cycles
• Evaluation of practical pressure cycles
• Establishing braze atmosphere control
• Establishing mandrel design
• Integration of the entire fabrication system and operation sequence
• Providing screening test specimens (Section 3.5.2) for mechanical
property evaluation in block shear, flatwise tension, and flatwise
compression; and metallurgical evaluation after the practical braze
cycle.
Typical sandwich components used in the subscale test program are sho_m in
Figure 16. The core used in this phase was mainly machine made.
Core in the larger blankets (6-inch by 6-inch and 6-inch by 12-inch) were
lapped to size by removing 0. 005 to 0. 013 inch ribbon mismatch. The operation
chosen for lapping involved registering the core blanket to a precision aluminum flat
plate and freezing in position. This technique provides a firm support for the sub-
sequent handhoning operation. A large flat hone is worked over the surface by hand
until all portions of the core face have been surfaced. The operation is repeated on
the second side as the final operation. Although the operation is accomplished by hand
methods, excellent tolerances (on the order of ±0. 002 inch) can readily be obtained
on thickness and parallelism.
Several methods of core cleaning have been tested in the subscale series.
All have been successful in part; however, the method selected as best for all alloy
systems was :
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FIGURE 16. MACHINE-MADE HONEYCOMBCOREAND TYPICAL SUBSCALE
TEST SPECIMENS
• Light etch in 2HF-15HNO3 (Vol. %)
• Deionized water rinse
• Ultrasonic clean in Turco 4215
• Deionized water rinse
• Force dry in air oven at 200to 250°F
All during this phase, parameters of the braze and pressure cycle were
evaluated and the system shownin Figure 17 gave the best results. The total cycle
was essentially a four-step process consisting of:
• Atmosphere exchangepurge (replacement of all air in cells with argon)
• Outgassingpurge (removal of moisture and adsorbed surface gases)
• Braze flow cycle (under static atmosphere)
• Cooling cycle (under static and rarified atmosphere)
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Atmosphere strip checks were made frequently during the brazing cycle.
These checks were fast but sensitive indications of the atmosphere conditions. During
the braze cycle, there were many arrest points where decisions were made for con-
tinuing the cycle. For example, should the strip check prove negative after the first
or second step, the brazing process was aborted or delayed without damage to the
assembly. Only after all systems checked positive was the part committed to the
total braze flow cycle.
FULL
15
A VAC
7
_ 10
N 5
<
_ 1
E-
1000
500
1450" F
-- 1200 ° F
_ 800"_
/
0. 006 in. CORE
Q _Q _i
0. 003 in. CORE
10 MIN
TIME
CYCLE PURGE (ARGON)
• STRIP ATM CHECK
FIGURE 17. TIME- TEMPERATURE - PRESSURE BRAZE CYCLE
The atmosphere control panel (shown in Figure 18) for the braze system
incorporated a liquid argon atmosphere supply (boil-off), vacuum pump, both fore
line and exhaust line pressure manometers, titanium getter, various control valves,
atmosphere strip checker, and an absolute exhaust filter for biological safety.
The mandrel system developed in the subscale test program is sho_na in
Figure 19. Mild steel pans were formed with a lip for "peanut" seal welding and two
3/8-inch inlet and exhaust lines were welded at opposite corners. A thermocouple
array was attached to the pan faces to indicate temperature and gradients.
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FIGURE 18. SOLAR'SATMOSPHERECONTROL PANEL
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[FIGURE 19. SUBSCALE MANDREL SYSTEM
The subscale test panels were 2 inches square by 1/2 inch thick. The ingot
foil core was 460 (4/16 inch square cell and 60/10,000 inch foil gage) and the faces
0. 020-inch CRS beryllium. These panels were brazed with the five candidate braze
alloys in a system which could accommodate an 8-inch by 8-inch panel. The large
size mandrel was used to provide a practical base for the scale-up parameters.
Titanium core was used as a filler surrounding the test specimens (Fig. 19). Twenty
panels were manufactured during this subscale testing phase.
Integration of all assembly and system details was successful. Reliable
conditions were established to obtain braze flow over 100 percent of the iaying areas
of the specimens, including both nodes and face-core joints.
A weight analysis of the initialsubscale specimens resulted in a totalof 0.82
lb/ft2 based on an alloy load rate of 100 gm/ft 2 with i/2-inch thick 460 core and
0.020-inch face sheets.
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FIGURE 20. BRAZE LOAD/RATE TEST SPECIMEN NO. 17-10
4.6 SCALE-UP EVALUATION
Using the processes developed in Phase I, four, 6-inch by 6-inch panels were
brazed to evaluate braze alloy loading rates and scale-up conditions. An arbitrary braze
load rate of 100 gm/ft 2 was adopted for all Phase I screening tests on 1/4-inch square
cell, 1/2-inch thick sandwich; however, braze load rates of 28 to 100 gm/ft 2 were
evaluated during this phase. Typical of the scale--up panels is the one shown in
Figure 20; this particular panel incorporated a comparison between foil and wire
braze alloy loading. Nondestructive inspection of specimen 17-11 is shown in Figure 21.
This panel was all-wire loaded in various sections with a load rate of zero to 84 gm/ft 2.
Powder, wire (0. 010 and 0. 020 inch diameter), and foil were investigated as preplace--
ment braze alloy forms.
Results of the scale-up tests indicated a loading rate of approximately 50 gm/ft 2
as the preferred condition, with the 0. 020-inch diameter braze alloy wire showing best
results. The single--wire increment into each cell node provided filler metal to feed all
capillaries. Powder filler metal was also convenient in this regard except the higher
surface area o£ the powder presented a cleaning problem and the loading process was
more variable. Foil was also a convenient method of applying braze alloy; however, it
was not efficient as it wets the entire facing area along with the capillaries. Special
loading techniques may eliminate this foil-loading inefficiency.
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The weight breakdox_, as determined from these scale-up tests, is shown
in Table VI. However, these weights may be lowered by several methods. One method
TABLE VI
BERYLLIUM HONEYCOMB SANDWICH WEIGHTS
C o mpo ne nt
Core
Faces: 0.020 inch CRS (2)
Braze Alloy (at 50 gm/ft 2)
Total weight of sandwich with
0. 020-inch facings
Weight
4-60-1,/2 core {1)
0.22
0.38
0.11
O. 71
(lb/ft 2)
4-30-1,/2 core (2)
0.11
0.38
0.11
0.60
.
.
4-60-1/2 = 4/16-inch cell size, 60/10,000-inch foil gage, 1 2-inch thick
core
4-30-1/2 = 4/16-inch cell size, 30/10,000-inch foil gage, 1/2-inch thick
core
demonstrated was lowering the alloy load rate from 100 gm/ft 2 in the subscale panels
to 50 gm/ft 2 in scale-up panels (reduced total from 0.82 lb/ft 2 to 0.71 lb/ft 2 using
4-60-1/2 core). Another method is to lower the facing weight by selective chemical
milling the face sheets as shown in Figure 22. A theoretical panel using 0. 003-inch
facings coupled with demonstrated 4-30-1/2 core and 50 gm/ft 2 alloy loading rate
would weigh only 0.28 lb/ft 2. In certain applications, these light-weight panels would
be extremely weight-efficient while maintaining useful structural properties.
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FIGURE 22.
r
k
BERYLLIUM HOiXrEYCOMB SANDWICH BRAZED WITH Ag Cu Sn
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5
TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
PHASE II
5.1 SCALE-UP PANELS - TASK 8
This section describes the fabrication of the required 6'inch by 6-inch,
12-inch by 12-inch, and 18-inch by 18-inch brazed beryllium honeycomb panels which
were committed to mechanical testing or to delivery to NASA.
A flow diagram for these production panels was established to maintain
traceability and assignment of specimen numbers. The diagram shows core and
panel sizes, sectioning directions, test assignments, in addition to Ingot Foil and
CRS sheet lot control (available in First Annual Report).
Basic procedures previously established were followed throughout this phase
of the program, although minor refinements, modifications, and improvements
continually updated the processes.
Typical views of the fabricated core and brazed panels are shown in Figures 23
through 25.
5.1.1 Six-Inch Square Panels
A total of eight, 6-inch square panels was fabricated; four of these incor-
porated 4-30-1/2 core and four incorporated 4-60-1/2 core.
Typical of the high quality of the braze wetting and flow observed on all of
these production panels is shown by the radiograph in Figure 26 (this was the first
production panel brazed). No problems were encountered during this phase of the
program.
5.1.2 Twelve-Inch Square Panels
Two panels were required for mechanical test specimens and scale-up evalu-
ations. Some processing modifications were required for the scale-up tests. These
modifications included using paraffin in place of the previously used method of fixturing
Precedingpageblanki
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FIGURE 23 AUTOMATIC RESISTANCE SPOT WELDED BERYLLIUM
CORE BLANKET
_,FIGURE 24 ASSORTED CORE BLANKETS AND BRAZE PANELS
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\FIGURE 25. FABRICATING AND INSPECTING BERYLLIUM HONEYCOMB CORE
FIGURE 26. RADIOGRAPH OF FIRST 6-INCH BY 6-INCH PRODUCTION PANEL
(Specimen No. 22- 12)
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FIGURE27. TWELVE-INCH SQUAREBERYLLIUM HONEYCOMBPANEL
the core to a reference plate by freezing with deionized water, and increasing furnace
size to accommodatelarger panels.
Two panelswere fabricated for mechanical test specimens and scale-up
evaluations. Various problems were encountered andsolved with both of these panels.
Incomplete wetting of the first 12-inch square panel (Fig. 27) was eliminated
in the secondby decreasing both clean lay-up time and the muffle inlet and outlet lines.
However, slight core deformation was observed in the second 12-inch square panel
(Fig. 28). This was a result of the 3-mil core being subjected to increased time at
temperature while pressure (1 psi) remained the same as compared to the small 6-inch2
panels.
5. i. 3 Eight-h]ch Square Panels
As a result of the experiences on the two 12-inch square panels, a new
furnace facility was reviewed for brazing. This furnace had the required capacity and
was equippedwith a circulating fan. A calibration run verified the braze cycle could
be reducedby 50 percent while losing only 5°F in temperature uniformity. The furnace
was modified to accept the muffle inlet and outlet lines.
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FIGURE 28. CREEP DEFORMED CORE OF PANEL NO. 22-20
First 18-Inch Square Panel
This panel represented a large scale-up from all previous panels. It was
fabricated from 4-30-1/2 core (3-mil ribbon). Although complete success was not
achieved, important experience was gained.
A slight curve was induced into the panel as a result of one argon tube applying
a torque force about its inlet at the muffle flange. In addition to causing some non-
brazed areas because of created gaps, this force deflected the panel out-of-flat by
approximately 1/4- inch.
The panel was sectioned to compare the X-ray inspection and physical internal
braze conditions. Excellent correlation was observed. Good quality was observed in
undisturbed areas.
Second 18-Inch Square Panel
All of the technology developed previously was applied to this 18-inch square
beryllium honeycomb panel. The core was automatic microresistance welded from
6-mil Ingot Foil ribbon stock and hand surfaced to the required smoothness. Fixturing
49
FIGURE 29, FIXTURED BERYLLIUM HONEYCOMBPANEL IN BRAZING FURNACE
problems and heating cycles were corrected prior to the actual brazing. The fixtured
panel and brazing furnace are shownin Figure 29.
An excellent braze run following previously established parameters was made
with good temperature andtime control. Visual inspection after brazing showeddis-
coloration of the exposedperiphery cells causedby atmosphere contamination; however,
X-ray inspection revealed goodbrazing of the internal cells. (A subsequenttrim of the
outer edgesconfirmed this. ) Dimensional checks showedexcellent precision as the
panel was fiat and parallel within 0. 006-inch. Figures 30 and 31 show the panel in the
as-brazed and as-trimmed conditions, respectively.
Shipmentof these panels to NASAmarked the completion of the first two phases
of the program,
5.2 MECHANICAL TESTING - TASK 9
Based on the available beryllium foil supply, it was necessary to fabricate
and test production core blankets made from both 3- and 6-mil material. The general
test matrix is shownin Table VII.
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FIGURE 30. EIGHTEEN-INCH SQUARE PANEL, AS-BRAZED
FIGURE 31. EIGHTEEN-INCH SQUARE PANEL, AS-TRI%IMED
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TABLE VII
PHASEII TEST MATRIX
Type
of
Test
Flatwise
Compression
(1 in. x 1 in.)
Flatwise
Tension
(1 in. x 1 in.)
Edgewise
Compression
(3 in. x4 in.)
Block Shear
(2 in. x 3 in.)
Temperature
(°F)
RT
30O
600
RT
300
600
RT (L)
RT (T)
600 (L)
600 (T)
RT (L)
RT (T)
300 (L)
300 (T)
600 (L}
600 (T)
* (L)
* (T)
Number of Specimens
0.003 in. 0.006 in.
Ribbon Ribbon Subtotal Total
2 4
2 4
2 4
1 2
2 4
2 4
2 4
1 2
1 2
1 2
2 4
2 4
2 4
2 4
2 4
2 4
2 4
2 4
2 4
14
14
12
32
* Spares to be tested as required.
(L) = Longitudinal Ribbon Direction
(T) = Transverse Ribbon Direction
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Tests of edgewise compression, flatwise compression, flatwise teasion and
block shear were performed. Results are summarized in Table VIII. Actual test
set-ups and specimen failures are shown in the First Annual Report.
Additional test results of Phase III are discussed in Section 6.5 of this report.
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
PHASE III
The second year scale-up efforts was Phase IIl which includes tasks 10
through 19. Figure 1 shows the task flow plan. This section of the report is the
technical discussion of the scale-up preparations, preliminary test panels (2 ft2),
creep forming demonstration, fabrication of 10 ft 2 panels and mechanical testing
6.1 SCALE-UP PREPARATIONS - TASK 13
This task consisted of preparing for scale-up operations which ultimately
produced two panels each of ten square feet surface area.
The size of the large scale-up panels dictated a slightly modified approach
to the brazing conditions previously established in Phases I and II. A precision
hydraulic press equipped with "Masrock" heated platens was planned for use as the
brazing facility on both the 2 and 10 square foot size panels. This facility (Fig. 32)
has a working surface of 38 inches by 54 inches which is flat within 0.002 inch. All
scale-up operations were targeted for ultimate use of this facility.
6.1.1 Core Machine Refinement
Solar's automatic resistance core making machine was refined in two ways.
First, it was adjusted to weld more precise ribbons into uniform height core. Additional
reference plates were added to control the ribbon being welded to the core reference
height. Tests were made using stainless steel ribbon. Figure 33 shows a section of
this core height uniformity being checked with ink traces. Very encouraging results
were obtained. Significant improvement over previous core assemblies was achieved.
Preliminary tests showed a core height control of + 0. 001 inch. With additional test
settings, it is believed, even closer control is obtainable.
The second refinement was providing additional table work surface to accom-
modate the larger core blankets. Figure 34 shows the new work table as installed on
the refined core machine.
Precedingpageblank,
FIGURE 32. MASROCK PLATEN PRESS BRAZING FACILITY
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FIGURE 33. CORE SAMPLES AND INSPECTION TECHNIQUES
FIGURE 34. REFINED AUTOMATIC CORE MACHINE
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6.1.2 Alternate Brazing/Loading Techniques
As a result of brazing in a horizontal position, the incremental node loading
technique used in the earlier development phases for vertical brazing required
modification. Because of the increased area, a more economical method of loading
was also desirable to reduce manhour costs incurred in loading. Means were studied to
control filler metal wetting to node and face joints only (excessive wetting of face sheets
and core web is undesirable for weight considerations).
Previously fabricated core samples were cut into 1 inch by 1 inch and 1 inch
by 2 inch samples and fitted with 0. 020 inch CRS beryllium facing sheets. These small
size specimens were selected for ease of brazing in a tube furnace. They served as
screening tests for various techniques of loading for horizontal brazing.
A dozen specimens were brazed employing various loading techniques
utilizing l-rail thick braze alloy foil (Ag-Cu-Sn). Techniques included various degrees
and types of dimpling, perforating, corrugating and combinations of these. Node and
face joints were compared to previous Phase II incremental node loading results and
the excessive wetting of the face compared to a standard foil loaded specimen.
Figure 35 shows some of these specimens.
Two types of perforated braze foil gave excellent core--to-face joints with only
slight excessive face sheet wetting. Approximately 50 to 80 percent of capillary node
flow was observed. Results are shown in Figure 36.
These techniques of perforating the braze alloy foil which gave excellent
core-to-face joints with only slightly excessive face sheet wetting were verified on a
6 inch by 6 inch sample. This specimen had 0. 020 inch CRS face sheets and "as welded"
Ingot Foil core and was furnace brazed in a horizontal position. Both X-ray and visual
inspection after sectioning in the plane of the sandwich showed promising results. All
core-to-face joints were 100 percent brazed and node to joints were 50 to 100 percent
brazed depending on the specific test area. Figure 37 shows this panel after sectioning
for visual inspection.
A second 6 inch by 6 inch sample similar to the one above was fabricated to
verify the heater platen braze technique. A small 9 inch by 12 inch "Glasrock" platen
was used to demonstrate the process, while the large facility was being repaired. This
panel confirmed the above metallurgical results. However, the limited platen size was
not adequate to provide uniform heating. Several smaller 3 inch by 3 inch specimens
verified the platen approach and no problems were anticipated using the large facility
on full size panels if a minimum 2 inch wide heating zone outside the panel is maintained.
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TEST IA
7X
EXCESSIVE FACE SHEET
WETTING. NO CAPILLARY
NODE FLOW
TEST IB
7X
LIGHT FACE SHEET WETTING
LIMITED CAPILLARY NODE FLOW
TEST 1D
7X
LIGHT FACE SHEET WETTING
80_c CAPILLARY NODE FLOW
FIGURE 35. TYPICAL SCREENING SPECIMENS - FOIL LOADING/HORIZONTALLY
BRAZED
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CAPILLARY NODE FLOW
APPROACHED 100%
(APPROX. 4X)
SPECIMEN 10A
TOP AND BOTTOM FACE SHEETS
BOTH EXHIBITED CONTROLLED
FACE SHEET WETTING.
(APPROX. 1X)
FIGURE 36.
TYPICAL "T"-JOINT
•006" INGOT FOIL
•020" CRS FACE SHEET
MOUNT 1034 (150X)
BERYLLIUM HONEYCOMB-FOIL LOADED/HORIZONTA LLY BRAZED.
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6.2 PRELIMINARY TEST PAN-ELS (2ft2) - TASK 14
The required 12 inch by 24 inch test panel core blankets were made from
six-mil Ingot Foil stock which was sheared into ribbons by processes defined in
Phase I. The sheared ribbons were then precision ground to be uniform in width
within + 0. 0002 inch. Next, these uniform width (1/2 inch wide) ribbons were corru-
gated by processes established in Phases I and II. These precision components were
then automatic resistance tack welded into honeycomb core on Solar's machine. The
core was welded to a uniform height blanket which required no additional surfacing
prior to brazing. Face sheets were cut-to--fit from 0. 020 inch CRS beryllium sheets.
The first panel was successfully brazed in the horizontal position by heated
platens and incorporated foil loading. Thus, a major step in improving the quality
and producibility was achieved. Figure 38 shows this panel.
Excellent quality braze joints were produced as verified by both X-ray and
metallurgical photomicrographs. The X-rays indicated 100 percent web-to-face
brazing and 75 percent overall capillary-node flow. Photomicrographs indicate micro-
fillets and sound joints as shown in Figure 39.
Dimensional analysis after brazing indicated the panel was flat within 0. 005
inch TIR _ith a thickness uniformity of 0. 003 inch. One area of the panel exhibited a
few shallow ripples approximately 4 inches long by 0. 002 inch high in the CRS face
sheet. They resulted from a slight fixturing interference.
The second panel was also a success. Although brazing after final cleaning
and lay-up was delayed over three weeks while the platen brazing facility was under-
going extensive repairs, the braze quality was excellent. Thus, production panels
could be processed to the fixtured point and stored prior to brazing several in a row
with one braze facility. The X-ray examinations show 100 percent web-to-face brazing
and 99 percent capillary-node flow {Fig. 40). Metallurgical sections indicated similar
results as the first 2 ft 2 panel. Minor fixturing problems still existed, but were re-
solved on a third 2 ft 2 panel.
The third test panel brazed was of similar size (2 ft 2) and braze quality. All
of the minor fixturing problems were completely eliminated. After braze, inspections
showed the panel to be 100 percent brazed {both web-to-face and capillary-node joints),
fiat within 0. 002 inch TIR and no face or honeycomb core deformation was evident.
This superb panel is shown in Figure 41.
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FIGURE 38. FIRST 2 FT 2 PANEL- AS BRAZED
(FLAT WITHIN 0. 005 INCH TIR)
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Typical Top T-Joint
Material:
Core -0.006" Be Ingot Foil
Face - 0.020" Be CRS
Braze Alloy - Ag-Cu-Sn Foil
Mount No. 1087
Magnification: 150X
Typica/ Bottom T-Joint
Mate riat:
Core - 0.006" Be Ingot Foil
Face - 0.020" Be CRS
Braze Alloy - Ag-Cu-Sn Foil
Mount No. 1089
Magnification: 150X
FIGURE 39. PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF FIRST 2 FT 2 PANEL AS BRAZED
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FOLDOUT FRASiE
I:YPiCAL _AICRC)RESISTANCE TACK (MR1")
WELD (WHITE DOT_
X'iYPICAL cAPILLARY NODE
JOINT .......

tActual Size
TYPICAL T0P W_:B-FO-FACE
TYPICAL BOTTOM WEB-TO-FACE JOINT
0_251NCHCELL SIZE
•11. _11: .'"
. 'PICAL 0.5 INCH PANEI..HEIGHT
FIGURE 40. TYPICAL RADIOGRAPH OF BRAZED BERYLLIUM PANELS
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• 006"
Be Ingot Foil
• 020" Be CRS
Face Sheet
V:,
Be Core
Braze Fillet
FIGURE 41. THIRD 2 FT 2 PANEL - AS BRAZED
(FLAT WITHIN 0. 002" TIR)
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6.3 CREEP FORMING DEMONSTRATION- TASK 15
The first 1 by 2 foot brazed panel described in Section 6.2 was used for this
demonstration to show feasibility for making cylindrically curved, all beryllium,
honeycomb panels for space hardware applications by creep forming fiat, prebrazed
panels.
Creep forming process was done at 1250°F in a simple vacuum bagged die
with a 10 ft. radius. Cycle purging prior to the test prevented oxidation at the 1250°F
forming temperature. Figure 42 shows the fixtured part.
Dimensions, X-ray and metallurgical analysis after forming indicated this
process was feasible for making cylindrically curved, all beryllium, honeycomb
panels for space hardware applications by this method. The curved panel conformed
to the die within 0. 003 inch at room temperature after forming. No change in the
metallurgical structure (Fig. 43) or X-ray discrepancies were noted when compared
to identical before-forming data. Figure 44 shows the curved panel.
FIGURE 42.
/
F1XTURING FOR CREEP FORMING DEMONSTRATION
7O
!p
Typical Top T-Joint
Mount No. 1100
Magnification: 150X
Typical Bottom T-Joint
Mount No. ii01
Magnification: 150X
FIGURE 43. PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF FIRST 2 FT 2 PANEL AFTER CREEP FORMING
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FIGURE 44. CURVED BERYLLIUM HONEYCOMB PANEL (i0 FT. R)
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6.4 FULL-SCALE PANELS (i0 ft 2) - TASK 16
This task consisted of fabricating two 10 square foot panels. The core blanks
were made from six-rail Ingot Foil stock which was sheared into ribbons by processes
defined in Phase I. As on the 2 square foot test panels, the sheared ribbons were then
precision ground to be uniform in width within ± 0.0002 inch. Next, these uniform
width (1/2 inch wide) ribbons were corrugated by processes established in Phases I
and II. These precision components were then automatic resistance tack welded into
honeycomb core on Solar's machine. This uniform height core required no additional
surfacing prior to brazing. Figure 45 shows one of these large core blankets in this
"as-welded" condition. These exhibited remarkable stiffness.
Face sheets were cut into 32 x 41 and 47 inch faces from large 0. 020 inch by
36 inch by 96 inch CRS beryllium sheets. These components were readied for brazing by
previously e stabli shed cleaning procedure s.
The panels were brazed with the AgCuSn braze alloy foil and in the horizontal
position. Figure 32 shows the brazing facility used.
The first scale panel was successfully brazed. Post brazing inspection by
X-ray indicated excellent braze quality and flow. A dimensional analysis showed the
panel to be flat within 0. 010 inch TIR over the 10 square feet surface area. This
panel is shown in Figure 46 with one 9 by 9 inch area removed.
The second 10 square foot panel was slightly larger (32 by 47 inches versus
32 by 41 inches) than the first. It was brazed in the identical manner as the first, but
wrinkling of both face sheets occurred. The pattern of wrinkling of the as-brazed
panel is shown in Figure 47. The cause of this wrinkling was attributed to the non-
uniform cooling of the periphery resulting from the increased panel size and equal
decrease of edge insulation.
Both X-rays and visual examination indicated excellent wetting and braze flow.
Dimensional checks indicate parallelism was maintained through the wrinkles and
it is basically a structurally sound panel.
Originally this panel was scheduled to be sent to NASA, but has been reassigned
to the third year's efforts {Phases IV and V).
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FIGURE 46. FIRST 10 SQUARE FOOT BRAZED PANEL
6.5 MECHANICAL TESTING- TASK 17
The first 10 square foot panel brazed {shown in Figure 46) was sectioned into
mechanical test specimens as shown in Figure 48. Tests of flatwise compression,
fiat-wise tension, edgewise compression and block shear were performed at RT, 300°F
and 600°F and are reported in the following paragraphs. Although not included in the
original scope-of-work, beam bending test specimens were cut from the panel as an
extra task and are available for testing.
6.5.1 Edgewise Compression Tests
Edgewise compression tests were conducted to provide a basis for judging
the load carrying capacity of the beryllium sandwich in terms of facing stresses as
compared to the standard tensile yield stress of the facing material. Since general
instability failures resulting from long columns in any design are accurately
predicted by stress analysis, considerations of local instability in short columns
becomes a prime interest (Section 8 of this report discusses anticipated work related
to long column stability). Thus, this test was based on short columns per MIL-STD-401A
(Sandwich Constructions and Core Materials; General Test Methods).
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FIGURE 47. SECOR_D i0 SQUARE FOOT BRAZED PANEL
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BERYLLIUMHONEYCOMBTEST SPECIMENS
i.
• Flatwise Compressienl
e
• EdgewiseCompression
• Flatwise Tension • Core Shear
.............................................. i ............................................ : .........................
FIGURE 48. TYPICAL BERYLLIUM HONEYCOMB TEST SPECIMENS
Specimens of approximately 3 inches by 4 inches were prepared for testing
by grinding the load bearing ends parallel (within 0. 0005 inch) to each other and
perpendicular to their length. The open core along the two loaded ends was filled
with support material (epoxy for the room temperature tests and castable Glasrock
for the elevated temperature tests) for edge stabilization.
Fixturing in the Instron tensile test machine is shown in Figure 49. A cross
head rate of 0. 002 inch/minute was used. Both longitudinal and transverse ribbon
directions were tested with no significant differences. Also a comparison between the
3 inch and 4 inch column lengths were made with little changes in values.
Typical fractured specimens are shown in Figure 50. The highly encouraging
and significant results of this critical test are shown in Table IX. Average values of
the computed compressive stress developed in the two 0. 020 inch CRS beryllium face
sheets ranged from 79.8 to 91.2 ksi at room temperature, 77.0 to 80.8 ksi at 300°F
and 60.2 to 72.0 ksi at 600°F. In all cases, these values were well above the pro-
portional limit of the CRS beryllium face sheet materials (approximately 35 ksi at
room temperature), indicating all failures occurred after plastic deformation, as
originally designed (Section 4.1). Deformation before failure was recorded
up to 0. 240 inch indicating this brazed composite honeycomb sandwich is more ductile
77
FIGURE 49. EDGEWISE COMPRESSION ROOM TEMPERATURE TEST SET-UP
FIGURE 50. TYPICAL FRACTURED EDGEWISE COMPRESSION SPECIMENS
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than beryllium is generally believed to be. As shown in Figure 51, most of the data
points were above the typical commercial 0.2 percent offset yield. Last year's
results are also shown on this curve.
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O 1 - Ultimate Tensile (CRS)
1 Tensile Yield (CRS)
| I
600 700
10-
! r ! r |0 R 100 200 300 400 500
Temperature (°F)
1) Typical Commercial Curves
2) Avg. Compressive Stress Computed for Two, 0. 020 Inch CRS Face Sheets
• Averages of last year's results (4 at RT, 1 at 500°F, 7 at 600°F)
O This year's results (invalid data points from Table L"_ excluded).
FIGURE 51. STRESS VERSUS TEMPERATURE, EDGEWISE COMPRESSION TESTS
Eccentric loading was observed on a few of the later specimens to be tested
and values reported in Table IX are excluded from above valid values. An analysis
of the fixturing indicated some plastic deformation had occurred in the fixture from
previous tests. This condition was corrected to obtain valid results on the remaining
specimens.
6.5.2 Flatwise Tension Tests
Flatwise tension tests were conducted at room temperature, 300°F and 600°F
to determine the effective strength of the core-face sheet joints in tension, with the
load applied normal to the sandwich facing.
Two-inch by two--inch square specimens were used with loading blocks bonded
to the facings of each test specimen. For both the room temperature and 300°F tests,
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55 percent Shell Epon Resin No. 828 in conjunction with 45 percent General Mills
Versamid No. 125was used. However, at 600°F, the only bondingsystem which proved
effective was Sablon1000;a Solar-developed, high-temperature Polyimide system. The
test set-up included a standard tensile test machine (Baldwin) coupledwith self-aligning
fixture, tube furnace, furnace controls and specimen thermocouple readout device
(Mini-Mite).
All elevated temperature specimens were allowed to stabilize for 10 minutes
at temperature before testing. A constant load rate of approximately 50 pounds per
minute was applied until failure. Typical fractured test specimens are shown in
Figure 52.
The results obtained from the fla_vise tension tests are listed in Table IX.
The results are considerably higher and more consistant than previous results obtained
(Table VIII) in Phase II for smaller, one inch square specimens. The calculated
tensile stress in the ribbon material averaged 13.9 ksi at room temperature, 14.3 ksi
at 300°F, and 8.7 ksi at 600°F.
FT5
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FIGURE 52. TYPICAL TESTED FLATWISE TENSION SPECIMENS (2 INCH x 2 INCH)
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FIGURE 53. FLATWISE COMPRESSION TEST SET-UP
6.5.3 Flatwise Compression Tests
Flatwise compression tests were conducted at room temperature, 300°F, and
600°F to determine the core strength in compression, with load applied normal to the
sandwich facing.
Similar specimens (2 inches square) and bonding adhesives were used as
previously described in the flatwise tension tests. To assure alignment, the specimens
were bonded to 2 inch square steel plates.
The test set-up is shown in Figure 53. For the elevated temperature tests,
a small furnace complete with controls, and with thermocouples attached to the speci-
mens, were added to the fixturing shown. All elevated temperature specimens were
stabilized for 10 minutes at temperature before testing. A constant load rate of
approximately 50 pounds per minute was applied until failure; a typical fractured
specimen (2 inch square reference plates removed) is shown in Figure 54.
The results obtained from the fiat-wise compression tests are listed in
Table IX. The calculated compressive stress in the ribbon material ranged from
24.3 ksi at room temperature, 20.1 ksi at 300°F and 14.9 ksi at 600°F.
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FIGURE 55.
|
TEST SET-UP FOR BLOCK SHEAR TESTS
6.5.4 Block Shear Tests
Block shear tests were conducted to determine shear properties of the
brazed beryllium sandwich-core construction.
Two-inch by six-inch specimens were used rather than the previously 3-inch
long specimens. The bonding procedures used to attach the specimens to the fixtures
were the same as those used during the flatwise tension tests.
The specimens were fixtured as shown in Figure 55. Standard universal
testing equipment was used with tube furnace and controls for the elevated tempera-
ture tests. All elevated temperature specimens were stabilized for:10 minutes at
temperature before testing. A constant load rate of approximately 50 pounds per
minute was applied until failure; typical failures are shown in Figure 56.
The results obtained from the block shear tests are listed in Table IX.
Tests were conducted both with and without a peel-component on the face
sheets. Results were very encouraging with the "pure" shear specimens as shown
in Table IX and Figure 56.
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION - PHASE IV
The third year efforts were divided into two phases (IV and V). This section
discusses Phase IV, the modification of one (1) and fabrication of two (2) large 10 ft 2
brazed all beryllium honeycomb panels. These panels were arbitrary called A, B
and C, respectively.
7.1 MATERIAL INSPECTION (Task 22)
The ingot foil residual from the previous year's effort was reassigned to
Phase IV. The total beryllium inventory was shown previously in Table I (Section 3)
and reflects this new assignment of materials.
New cross rolled sheet materials for the face sheets of the Phase IV panels
were received and also added to Table I (Section 3). These two (2) sheets measured
•030', x 36', x 96" (Fig. 57) and are currently commercially available materials.
Large beryllium sheets of this size and availability make possible the practicable
production of large honeycomb sandwich panels for advanced technology applications.
However, the original requirements for the face sheets were for . 020" nominal
thickness. The . 030" nominal thickness of these sheets represents a 50 percent in-
crease in fhickness. This added thickness was evaluated as to the effect on the pro-
gram.
A joint decision between NASA and Solar to use these sheets as is has been
made for the following reasons:
1) Additional funding (~$2000) is not available to cover the etching
costs to produce 0. 020" material.
2) Added risk involved in etching these large sheets.
3) Replacement . 020" thick material not available at NASA.
4) Mechanical testing based on design limit load stresses of facing
materials.
5) Relative comparison could be made to previous testing of . 020"
thick faces.
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FIGURE 57. LARGE BERYLLIUM SHEETS(.030x 36 x 96")
8_
7.2 CORE FABRICATION (Task 23)
All the ingot foil materials required to fabricate the core were previously
sheared into ribbons, ground to the precision uniform height and corrugated. Pro-
cedures previously established were followed and no problems occurred.
Welding of the corrugated stock into core was completed. The welding went
smoothly after the power source was overhauled and repaired as reported in Section
7.3. Figure 58 shows the two (2) large core blankets which were resistance welded
on Solar's automatic core machine. These each measure 31" x 46" with a precision
(as welded) . 500" height. Approximately 80 square feet of . 006" beryllium ingot foil
material was used to produce these two core blankets. Solar's standard 1/4" square
cell was used to match the previously fabricated panels.
7.3 FACILITY MODIFICATIONS (Task 24)
Solar's automatic core machine was cleaned and checked for welding
efficiency. A pneumatic system was added to control and maintain a constant elect-
rode pressure.
It was elected to use Solar's large circulating furnace for creep forming of
Panel A and components for Panels B and C. Brazing of Panels B and C was elected
to be performed in the curved condition. This was selected over the ceramic tooling
for increased temperature uniformity and control. This concept was verified in
Section 7,5.1 of this report.
7.4 CHANNEL FABRICATION (Task 25)
Edge support channels were fabricated from beryllium sheet. Channel
blanks and face sheets were layed out on the large . 030" x 36" x 96" CRS beryllium
sheets (Fig. 58). Cutting of the components from these sheets was accomplished
using Solar's precision abrasive saw. This facility is capable of producing straight
cuts in beryllium over 9 feet long.
One of the . 030" x 36" x 96" beryllium sheets is shown in Figure 59 after
sawing into channel blanks and face sheet details. The 48" long channel blanks were
straight within . 001" to . 004" "as-cut".
The channel blanks were precision hot formed into U-channels with a tight
2t bend radius. These stress-relieved components and detail blanks are shown in
Figure 60. The short (32" length) channels will be used straight, as formed, for end
close-outs. The longer (48") channels were formed to a 10 ft radius used for edge
close-outs. Figure 61 shows some of the completed channels used for edge close-
outs (both straight and curved).
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FIGURE 58. LARGE BERYLLIUM CORE BLANKETS
FIGURE 59. 36" x 96" BERYLLIUM SHEET - AFTER SAWING
9O
FIGURE 60. PRECISION HOT-FORMED BERYLLIUM U-CHANNELS AND BLANKS
/ / "SOLAR "_,
FIGURE 61. COMPLETED EDGE CLOSE-OUT U-CHANNELS (CURVED AND
STRAIGHT
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7.5 PANEL FABRICATION
7.5.1 Test of Curved ComponentFabrication and Brazing
A test was performed to evaluate the potentials of preforming the panel
components(core, faces andchannels) for brazing into the final, 10 ft radius, con-
figuration. Based on Solar's past technology in the field of beryllium, it was known
that the channels andfazes could be readily formed into the required 10 ft radius.
Figure 62 showssome previously fabricated U-channels which demonstrated this
capability.
The core contouring presented the only unknownobstacle in preforming of
panel components. Several pieces of beryllium Ingot Foil were hot formed to an
approximate onefoot radius. Results indicated "as welded" core had sufficient
strength to be formed over this much tighter (1 ft. R vs 10ft. R) radius. Figure 63
shows some of these formed core samples. Test results showedthe welded core
could be formed with the ribbon in either the "L" or "T" direction.
Based on the aboveencouragingresults, componentsfor a 3" x 12" panel
were formed to a 4 ft. radius of curvature in one operation. These components,
shownin Figure 64 were thencombined with two (2) three inch long U-channels and
assembledfor brazing.
Standardcleargng andloading procedures were followed andthe assembly
wasbrazed at 1460°F. Excellent braze flow andfillets were observed on the as-
brazed panel as shownin Figure 65. These results were confirmed by radiographs.
The structure remained stable throughout the braze cycle andconformed to the 48
inch radius of curvature.
The above results indicated it would be practical to build both Panels B and
C in this manner.
7.5.2 Panel Assembly
As discussed in the preceding section, the face sheetswere cut to size along
with cutting of channel blanks. Figure 66 shows someof the componentsthat were
used to fabricate the brazed Panels B and C.
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FIGURE 62. HOT FORMED CURVED BERYLLIUM U-CHANNELS
FIGURE 63. CURVED BERYLLIUM HONEYCOMB CORE
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By utilizing the novel approach the following may be feasiblm
• Beryllium core sized precisely to fit facings and desired panel contour.
Beryllium components are stress free after creep forming at 1300°F.
Being dimensionally very stable in this condition they permit easy re-
assembly and insure reliable braze fit-up.
By incorporating edge members, inserts, lap strips, high density
core, etc., into the preliminary lay-up, (but not the brazing material)
then creep-forming, a high precision assembly of individual components
is possible at low cost.
To insure precision component matching, it appears desirable to
utilize core several thousandths of an inch or so thicker than say
edge channels or inserts. During creep forming, core would then
be sized down to meet the more massive component. Channels, "Z"
sections, etc., may require support filler bars.
Close tolerance machining of individual beryllium components as is
usually required, may now be relaxed. Tolerance stack-up problems
are minimized as the new method allows dimensional accommodation
in the creep forming operation.
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7.6 MODIFYING EXISTING PANEL (Task 27)
This task was combinedwith Task 28 anddiscussed in the following para-
graphs.
7.7 CREEP FORMING(Task 28)
7.7.1 Modification of Existing Panel
The previously brazed flat panel (A) was creep formed to the 10 ft radius
of curvature. This was accomplished at a controlled 1250°F temperature by gentle
vacuum pressure into a female die.
At room temperature, the panelmatched the forming fixture closely after
the cycle was completed. However, the face sheetwrinkles respondedonly slightly
to an addedbend/stretch form action. This addedstretch was included in the creep
forming operation in an attempt to remove some of the shallow wrinkles existing on
the faces of the as-brazed panel as previously reported (RDR 1550-8). Figure 67
showsthis panel as creep formed.
The integrity of the panelappeared soundunder X-ray examination andthe
panelwas trimmed to the required 32" x 44" test size. Edgepieces confirmed the
brazing of the internal core andface sheets as viewed by X-rays.
Becauseof the face sheetwrinkling, the edgeclose-outs Be U-channel
cannotbe adhesivebondedalong the non-uniform edges. Therefore, vibration test-
ing of this panel (Section 8) waswithout the edgeclose-outs in place.
7.7.2 Detail Parts for Panels B and C
Core blankets andface sheets (previously fabricated) were creep formed
into the 10 ft. radius of curvature in two (2} forming runs. Eachforming run com-
prised of two (2) face sheets and one (1) core blanket. These componentswere kept
as "matched" sets of details for Panels B and C, respectively.
Results were excellent and all details conformed to the 10ft. radius in the
stress free condition after creep forming at 1300°F. Figure 68 shows these details
prior to braze assembly. Being dimensionally very stable in this condition they will
permit easy reassembly and insure reliable braze fit-up.
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FIGURE 67. PANEL "A" AS CREEP FORMED(10 ft. R)
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FIGURE 68. CURVED BERYLLIUM PANEL DETAILS - BEFORE BRAZE
7.8 BRAZE TWO (2) PANELS (Task 26)
The fabricated beryllium panel details were brazed to produce Panels B
and C. The details for each panel included the following:
2 - curved (10 ft. R) .030" x 30" x 43" Be CRS face sheets
1 - curved (10 ft. R) 1/2" x 29" x 42" Be Honeycomb Core blanket
2 - straight edge close-out Be U-channels, .030" x 1/2" x 1/2" x 1/2" x
30" long
2 - curved (10 ft. R) edge close-out Be U-channels, . 030" x 1/2" x 1/2"
x 1/2" x 43" long.
All details were chemically cleaned per processes previously established
(Solar RDR 1550-8) and loaded with braze alloy filler material (BAg-18). Brazing
was accomplished in a circulating furnace at 1460°F under controlled heating and
cooling rates.
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After brazing the panels were physically, radiographically and dimensionally
inspected. Goodwetting andflow was observedat the visible periphery. Previously
reported edgedistortions in Panel B had some edgedistortions which were corrected
by rebuilding the brazing fixture to allow for additional edgeinsulation which permit-
ted heating through the face sheets only prior to brazing Panel C.
X-ray film inspection showedthe face sheet/edgecloseout channel faying
surfaces braze increased from 50percent in Panel B to 80 percent in Panel C.
These films also showedexcellent core-to-face sheet joints which were brazed over
97 percent in Panel C as compared to 95 percent in Panel B. The twist of approxi-
mately 0.40" for Panel B was reduced to 0.16" in Panel C.
The overall results were considered to be very goodfor these first attempts
at such large, complex beryllium structures. Figures 69 and 70show panels B and
C "as brazed". Figure 71 shows all three large (10ft 2) all beryllium brazed:honey-
comb sandwich structures. This completes PhaseIV.
FIGURE 69. PANEL"B" AS BRAZED
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FIGURE 70. PANEL "C" AS BRAZED
FIGURE 71.
O
THREE LARGE (10 ft") BRAZED BERYLLIUM HONEYCOMB SAND-
WICH PANELS
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION - PHASE V
8.0 FULL SCALE PANEL TESTING (Task 30)
The panel testin_flow plan is shown in Figure 72. Panel A was one of the
two original large (10 ft_) panels (Section 6) which was brazed in the flat condition
and creep formed (Section 7) to the 10 ft radius of curvature. Panels B and C were
brazed (Section 7) in the curved condition with beryllium U-channel edge close-outs.
Vibration tests, axial compression, hoop tension, biaxial tests and results are dis-
cussed in this section.
8.1 VIBRATION TESTING (PANEL A)
The test panel was mounted in a cantilever position with the supported end
attached to a solid wall plate and vibrations introduced at the opposite unsupported
end as shown in Figure 73. Both ends of the panel had a 2-1/2" wide x . 026
beryllium doubler adhesively bonded in place. The fixed end was potted with Epon
828 and Versimid 125 into a mild steel fixture and bolted to the reference wall. The
cantilever end was likewise potted into an aluminum fixture with a yoke pinned to
the shaker. Vibratory motion was perpendicular to the panel centerline.
The test equipment included Tektronix Storage Oscilloscope, Type 564,
Hewlett-Packard Electronic Counter, Model 521C, Endevco Dyna-Monitor, Model
2704, Chadwich-Helmulth Slip-Sync, Model 105A, Strobex Power Supply, Model
126A and Calidyne Shaker System, 1500 force/pounds, Model 174, as shown in
Figure 74.
The test panel was scanned for resonance over a frequency range of 20 to
2000 cps along the x-x axis. The resonance survey was conducted at a vibratory
input of 2g.
The amplitude of excitation was modulated at each resonance point applying
only sufficient energy to determine the frequency of resonance. The resonant fre-
quencies found during the resonance survey are shown in Table X.
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Two (2) SR-4 Epoxyfoil general purpose strain gages, type FAE-12-1259
and two (2) EndevcoAccelerometers, Model 2215, were installed on the panel as
also shownin Figure 74. The accelerometers were attached to the panel with dental
cement andthe strain gageswere bondedwith M-200 bondadhesive.
PANEL A
VIBRATION
TEST
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FIGURE 72. PANEL TESTING FLOW PLAN (Task 30)
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PANEL FIXTURING FORVIBRATION TESTING
........ • . . . ° . , .
FIGURE 74. VIBRATION TESTING OF BERYLLIUM PANEL
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VIBRATION (SINUSOIDAL)
(10 FT )
TABLE X
TESTS BRAZED BERYLLIUM HONEYCOMB PANEL "A"
Freq. Vibration Intensity I
Aecel *l[Accel .2 i
input [ Hwde. l
Date 'Time (Hz) (g) I (g) [ Remarks and Observations
J i I I
Resonance Scan x-x axis - 20 to 2000 cps:
2.0 ---
1.0 1.0
- 278 0.2 2.0 .
*358 2.0 10.0
997 4.0 2.0
1777 7.5 2.0
1120 2013 5.0 1.0
Recheck of most severe resonance:
123 i, 5 I 2.5
1125 35_ 2.0 I 10.0
Elapsed Time: 25 Minutes
Dwell t Resonance:
1340 35S 2.0 10.0
1355 357 2.5 9.5
1410 358 2.5 9.8
{Recheck) Resonance Sc - 20 to
0900 *123 1.0 1.0
267/278 .2 2.7
=358/361 2.0 9,0
537 1.2 I. 2
797 2.0 0.5
*943/997 2.5 1.0
1134 4.0 1.0
1390 2.0 6.8
0925 1881 6.0 0.5
8.5
8.0
25.0
20.0 25,0
ading:
Fi26:0 2hi. 208i_in.
2/17/21ii00
123
2/17/2
2/17/2
2/18/2
Dwell at Resonance:
2/18/2 1345 123 5.0
1415 123 5.0
2/21/2 0845 991 21.0
0915 990
]Verification Re
6 356
_o{al _]apsed
No indication res. 20-100 cps.
General res. more pronounced front
Panel section w/node fixed end.
Slight to moderato resonance back and
right edge pane[,
Good torsional res. - rood. res. mowng
end and right side (band 340-380 cps
with peak at 358 cps). *Considered most
severe.
Meter indication - internal structure.
Slight system resonance.
Meter indication - end res. sweep.
Genera] resonance
Good genera] res. with nodes center
and outer edge (isolated locations)
Start 30 nun. endurance
End 30 rain. endurance test - no visual
indication of failure
2000 cps:
Meter indication - slight res. left side.
Meter indication -
Peak at 991
Total Elapsed Time - 25Minutes
358 cps, 123 and 999 cps considered
most severe resonances.
Start 30 min. endurance at 5g input.
End 30 min. test - no visual damage.
Start 30 min. endurance at 25g.
End 30 min, test - no visual damage.
Recheck of 358 cps resonance.
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The strain gages were installed only for maximum strain indications as a
function of the vibratory frequency input to the panel during the resonant frequency
scan. Due to the limited funds available, no attempts were made to determine the
true strain measurements of panel skins in these tests. The limited strain gage in-
formation did demonstrate the excellent damping characteristics of this type of
structure.
The three resonant frequencies of 123, 358 and 990 cps were selected as the
most severe and which could produce vibration failure.
Resonant dwell tests were conducted at the selected frequencies for a period
of thirty (30) minutes each and at the vibratory acceleration level(s) shown in Table
X.
Vibratory input levels were monitored with accelerometer(s) mounted on the
test panel as shown in Figure 74.
After completion of the vibration test, as outlined in RDP 7016, the vibra-
tory input was increased to a maximum of 25g, at the most severe resonant condition
of 358 cps, to simulate transient and steady state vibration levels attained in the
testing of previous aerospace/space shuttle components, (Table XI.)
TABLE XI
STEADY STATE VIBRATION LEVELS FOR TYPICAL
AEROSPACE/SPACE SHUTTLE COMPONENTS
Frequency Range Vibration Intensity
{cps} Transient Steady State
20-150 7 g 3.5 g
150-292 . 006 DA . 003 DA
292-2000 26 g 13 g
Test data and observations are tabulated in Table X. Total elapsed time
{including resonance scan) was 2 hours and 20 minutes.
At the conclusion of all testing the assembly was visually examined for dam-
age resulting from the vibration test.
There was no indication of damage in any portion of the assembly.
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8.2 SPARE (PANEL B)
This panel was trimmed to a 27" x 41" size to provide for metallograph
edge samples. One of the corners was scarfed to show the honeycomb construction
After trimming the panel was ultrasonic cleaned and oven dried.
An edge frame of 1/8" thick plexiglass was added to keep the panel dry,
provide for visual examination of the construction and allow normal handling. The
panel is shown in Figure 75 as shipped to NASA.
FIGURE 75. TRIMMED PANEL "B" AS SHIPPED TO NASA (30" x 42")
8.3 AXIAL COMPRESSION, HOOP TENSION AND BI-AXIAL TESTS (PANEL C)
A fracture in panel C, during the strain gage instrumentation bonding cure
cycle, necessitated cancellation of this portion of testing. The following describes
the tasks completed up to the time of fracture.
Axial compression end fixtures were fabricated and bonded to the Be H/C
panel with steel lap strips. The hoop tension whiffle-tree was made to react the
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hoop tension forces generated from the pneumatic loading device. Bonding of both
axial compression and hoop tension lap strips (shear area 2" x 30" on the ends and
2" x 43" on the sides)was achieved by utilizing a Solar high temperature polyimide
adhesive. The polyimide was cured 30 minutes at 300°F, followed by one hour at
600°F in a recirculating furnace. The curved ceramic reaction structure, pneumat-
ic loading device, whiffle-tree support structure, axial compression end fixtures
and the test panel were set up in the Dake press testing facility as shown in Figures
76 and 77.
Thermal electric blankets were obtained with a 6 watts/in2- rating from
Briscoe Mfg. Co. for the elevated temperature testing. These were also utilized to
cure the high-temperature strain gages. Four double and five triple direction SR-4
Baldwin Lima-Hamilton strain gages were bonded to the panel as shown in Figure
76. The cure cycle was as follows:
1. Heat to 250-300°F for 1 hour with 30 psi clamping load on the gages.
2. Remove clamps and hold 1 hour at 300°F; heat to 400°F and hold
2 hours.
3. Heat to 600°F and hold 2 hours.
During the 600 ° cure cycle, the heating rate exceeded the automatic pro-
portioning response of the control instrument, and the panel temperature reached
700°F. The low thermal mass of the beryllium skin and core, coupled with the heat
sink properties of the massive steel test fixturing created severe thermal gradients
in the assembly. In a repeated cure cycle test, using additional thermocouples to
determine temperature variations, it was found that gradients of more than 100°F
existed in the beryllium facings; and a gradient of more than 240°F existed between
the beryllium facings and the massive steel fixturing. During the initial strain gauge
cure cycle a sharp, loud noise was heard during the 600°F portion of the cure cycle.
After completion of the cure cycle it was observed that both Panel facings had crack-
ed. The crack patterns extended from approximately the midpoint of the curved
edge, out to the shorter sides of both sides of the sandwich. Figures 78 and 79
show the crack pattern on both sides of the panel by means of marking tape.
Further testing was discontinued and the panel put in storage to await final
disposition.
8.4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (TASK 37)
The vibration test portion of the program was successful. The strain gage
data showed the panel to have excellent damping characteristics and all of the test
requirements were met. (See Table X)
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS (Contd.)
The bi-axial test was not completed due to panel failure during bonding of
the strain gauges. Review of the repeated thermal cycle data obtained indicated that
the thermal stresses generated by the >240 ° F gradient between the beryllium facings
and massive steel fixturing were sufficient to cause the cracking of the panel. A biaxial
thermal stress in the range of 74,000 psi {in the beryllium ( __20,000 psi above a
ys
at 600 ° F) was calculated, from this thermal data. Panel failure is attributed to
this cause.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE - TASKS 3, 11 AND 21
Quality assurance and quality control functions are vital aspects to a mean-
ingful structure development. To become a practical material composite for aero-
space applications, process and fabrication reliability is basic. Preliminary speci-
fications and specific comments on the processes involved in manufacturing the
brazed beryllium honeycomb sandwich panels developed on this program are discuss-
ed in the following sections. Much of the information presented will apply in part to
fabrications of other configurations; however, manufacturing process specifications
are foreseen for each individual brazed component or assembly.
9.1 MATERIAL
The basic incoming material inspection operations described in Section 3.2
of this report should be followed. It would be desirable to have improved Ingot Foil
surface conditions. RMS values of about 200 microinches on the surface and up to
40 percent thickness variations should be reduced to below approximately 60 and 10,
respectively. Itwas found that the 0.006-inch Ingot Foil ribbon stock was more
acceptable for fabrication than the 0.003-inch stock because of better handling and
brazing characteristics. The commercially available CRS material was acceptable
for facings in all respects and Solar used grade SR-200D during this development
work. Manufacturer's specificationsare availablefor CRS material from Brush
or Kawecki-Berylco; however, no guaranteed chemical or mechanical properties
are presently available for Y-12 Ingot Foil material.
9.2 CORE FABRICATION
Preliminary specifications applicable to the 0.006-inch Ingot Foil ribbon
include:
Corrugate: i/4-inch Solar Square Cell at 525 + 25°F
Clean:
HF-HNO 3 (2 to 12 percent) followed by ultrasonic
cleaning in Turco 4215.
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Automatic Weld
• Two tacks per node
• Seedorf Model 5705Mpower source settings
Tap 8 (70to 80 percent)
Cycle 4
Dimensional Control (as welded or surfaced)
• Height = + 0. 005-inch overall panel
• Steps = 0.001-inch maximum (ribbon-to-ribbon)
• Flatness = within 0. 001-inch at RT with uniform load of 1 psi
The height control (0. 005-inch overall} is for surfaced core and would be in the form
of a gentle taper in faces. Precision automatic welded core would have a much tighter
tolerance on height; basic ribbon height being the controlling factor of steps and flat-
ness requirements.
Solar successfully used a trace method of inspecting the steps from ribbon-
to-ribbon. While core was referenced to a flat plate for surfacing, ink was applied
to the core edges and a trace made on paper using a full-length steel roller. Typical
results are shown in Figures 80 and 81. It was determined experimentally that a
"no print" indicated a step of 0. 0005 inch or greater.
9.3 BRAZE FILLER METAL
Alloy Code No. 7 had a nominal composition of Ag-27Cu-10Sn; the practical
equivalent of this development alloy is AMS Specification No. 4773 (Ag-30Cu-10Sn),
and was used for scale-up testing on this program.
/
A loading rate of 50 gm/ft 2 was found satisfactory for complete node and
face brazing.
9.4 BRAZE CYCLE
The standardized brazing cycle is shown in Figure 17. As in all beryllium
braze cycles, the temperature uniformity and time at temperature are critical items.
Therefore, a maximum spread of 15°F should be maintained from the 1200°F soak
temperature until part is cooled below 1000°F.
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FIGURE 80. rNTERMEDIATE CORE SURFACE INSPECTION TRACE
k
FIGURE 81. FINAL CORE SURFACE INSPECTION TRACE
I17
9.5 RADIOGRAPH INSPECTION
The following X-ray parameters were establishec_
Power: 25 KV
Time: 2 minutes
Angle: 5 to 10 degrees
Distance: 104 inches TTD
Machine: Norelco MG No. 150
Film: Ansco 17.
Typical of the results obtained by radiograph inspection are shown in
Figures 26 and 40.
9.6 METALLURGY AND MECHANICAL TESTING
Spare material on panel edges should be reserved for metallurgical samples
and used to inspect all aspects of each braze run.
Mechanical testing parameters were established and results obtained for
ultimate strength in edgewise compression, core shear, flatwise compression, and
flatwise tension. Table IX shows the latest results obtained.
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CONCLUSIONS
The feasibility of fabricating large beryllium honeycombpanels was demon-
strated by this program. Both fiat andcurved sandwich structures were manufact-
ured using practical, braze bondingtechniques. The processes developedprove
that metallurgically assembledberyllium honeycombpanels, show decidedpotential
where rigid, lightweight structures are required.
During this program three panels, each 10 square feet in surface area,
were fabricated, and radiographically inspected to determine integrity. This exam-
ination revealed a 97 percent braze in the final panel.
The first panel was brazed in the fiat position and hot creep formed to a
curved structure after brazing. The components for the other two panels with "U"
channel edge members were hot formed and then brazed to form the curved panel.
A higher degree of confidence was attained with the latter method, which consisted
of brazing in a muffle with a controlled atmosphere.
It is believed that ceramic dies for forming and brazing would greatly facil-
itate the fabrication techniques for higher production rates. Ceramic dies would
yield a lower thermal gradient in the panel during the braze cycle. This would
eliminate the small amount of face sheet wrinkling present in the panels. Hot form-
ing the various panel components (face sheets, core and channels) demonstrated
efficient manufacturing techniques for scaling up and producing large numbers of
hot formed beryllium components and panels.
To increase producibility, automated braze lay-up procedures could be in-
corporated into a program which would eliminate the hand lay up associated with
developmental programs, such as this one. Excellent edgewise compression, fiat-
wise tension/compression and block shear values up to 600°F were achieved due to the
high integrity of the brazed berylIium honeycomb structures.
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The beryllium honeycomb panel demonstrated very good vibrational loading
characteristics under test with desirable damping characteristics.
Future beryllium honeycomb programs will incorporate the developmental
technology, gained in this program, with high production efficiency to produce hard-
ware when lightweight beryllium structures are a necessity.
Improved thermal control systems incorporated into fabrication and test
facilities should eliminate most of the problems encountered in this program. The
stress developed between the massive test fixturing and the panel would not be en-
countered in a normal structure where design consideration is given to thermal com-
patibility between components.
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